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T HIS DISCL:SSIOP; S T E ~ I S  FROXI REFLECTIONS on a powerful psycho- 
therapeutic experience I was lonunare to undergo some yearsago. 
These reflections have resulted in the conclusion that sufficientlv 

sensitive and empathetic therapists can sometimes cultivate their clients' 
perceptual sensitivity to internal states to levels iar beyond those usually 
thought to represent the upper limits o i  normality. 

ivly personal psychotherapy experiences have been described else- 
where.' However, the essential results of interest tor this discussion were 
an introduction to the awareness of a previouslv alniost unknown inner 
experiential world via introspective training. This training allowed me to 
observe and discriminate subjective experiences, thoughts, sensations. 
emotions and images to 3 degree far beyond anything I had known 
previously. Two brief examples involve autosymbolic imagery and 
synesthesia. 

At one stage of therapy, I became aware of the frequent prescnce of 
faint, formerly subliminal, visual imagery which would continuously shift 
and change. At a later stage. l realized that these images often portrayed 
in an exquisitely multidimensional symbolic manner the nature of my 
experience at that time and could thus provide information about pre- 
viously subliminal states, emotions, desires, etc. Such images, I subse- 
quently learned, 3re termed "autosymbolic" because of this capacity o i  
symbolizing the self state. 
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Syn~thesia (cross modality perception) 
also developed unexpectedlv. I was bv no 
means a percevtually sensitive person ,when 
I entered therap!: ii anything I had .I well- 
deserved reputation for the opposite. But 
within a few months, my sensitivity had in- 
creased ro rhe point thar I began to observe 
thzt stimuli irequently elicited accompany- 
ing responses in other sensory modalities. 
e.g. the experience of "seeing" or "feeling" 
music. It seems that this phenomenon is 
always suhlimitially available, but whether I 
observe i t  or not is a function of my sensi- 
tivity and attention. This phenomenon has 
become even clearer with mediration rrain- 
ins:? and raises the interesting question o i  
whether this silpposedly rare phenomenon' 
niay nor in fact be conimon to us all. I t  is  cer- 
tainly recognized in Buddhist psychology.' I 
could ofier other examples but theseshould 
be sufficient to suggest that a significant 
training in perceptual sensitivity and altered 
states of consciousness did occur. 

Therapy is obviously a con~plex and over- 
determined process, and to separate out the 
effects of  any one factor is difficult. How- 
ever. what I wish to suggest is  that this train- 
ing occurred as a result of a particular typeoi 
therapist feedback and that these levels of 
sensitivitv are potentially available to us all. 

By subjective recollection and examina- 
tion o f  transcripts. i t  seems that this training 
occurred through feedback by niy therapist 
of very subtlesubliniinal (torne)cues which I 
w ~ s  giving off a! a level below my own sen- 
sory threshold but above his. In essence. I 
was hooked up to a biofeedback system. 
only in this case the ieedback augmenter 
was a highly sensitive, trained. empathic 
human being capable o i  picking up subtle 
yet very complex niultidimensional cues 
containing iniormation regarding aifects. 
defenses. rhoughts and states of conscious- 
ness. 

For eraniple. my therapist would fre- 
quen~ly feed b x k  information about very 
subtlechanges in the pitch. timbre,toneand 
general quality o i  my voice. In addition to 
giving this specific iniormation about the 

' 4 srimulus attributes t h ~ r  he was picking up. he: -:I . 
would also give iniormation about the re:' .!: 
sponses i t  elicited in him. Thrse respons&:'!.j 
included, for example. his visual and audi-?L' i tory images. the nature. quality. and degree .', 
of his affective tone, body sensations and:,.; 

I movements. muscle tensions, and arousal - 0  

levels. In effect, he would feed back infor- 
niation about several dimensions of my ':! .,  
behavior and his own experience. For ex-. ,, 

ample. "When you said that I felt myself 
tighten up and pull back from you and be- 
coliie a little bit anxious." and "Your voice- .: 
changed in a way which felt like you dis- '1 

. . 
ranced yourseli from your experience." or,,.,. 
'For a while there. you were right in your .:,I 
anger, but then it telt as though there wasa ' .  

sudden wave of anxiety which made you :.:; 
pull back and wall yourself ofi, and as you :. 
did i t ,  your voice became higher, and your. . 

throat seemed to tighten." 

' I  

He would feed hack informa- .. 

tion about several dimensions. --,: 

of my behavior and his own ' :  ; 
. . 

experience. 

The effects o i  this type of feedbackseemed- . . 
to show a developmental pattern. At first. I 
w;ls unable to recognize the validity of  the 
feedback. either with regard to the stimulus. 
cues which he was picking up, e.g. vocal and , 

body changes. or the underlying changes in, .. 

ior example, affect. The next stage was that. . 
there was a recognition of a change in the. 
cue but no awareness o i  any underlying state . 

change. Then came a period when I was first 
aware that indeed something had changed 
inside me, but I could not be sure what i t  

\pas. and after that there came a period in 
which I was aware that there had been a state 
change but could only label i t  in a gross 
fashion such as "becoming more tense." 
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5.:' - 
i?:: However, with increased training of this 
gi:l:-.:t).pe. I was ~ b l e  to identih; and discriminate 
:.:\:not only the nature of the cue but also the 
.?? :..*.:.specific ~ifective and awareness changes, fa:: :,- .e.g., dissociation, repression of a feeling or 
?L?i~ought, :.x. b , reduced sensitivity to my experi- 
!+=ence and an opening up to this experience.  his discriminant sensitivity training bears 
k;?,iimilaritv to the self-training which has been 

is for meditation ef- 

ess demand irom the 
obviously, it demanded 
ness to model the per- 
ng taught. It demanded 

of perceptual sensitivity 
inee, possessed, both to the 

es-that I was giving out and to inner ex- 
emanded the ability from 

recognize the nature of his 
ithout becoming identi- 

t is. i t  would h ~ v e  been of 
if he had been aware of his own 

er. frustration, etc. but had 
tified with them that they 

d him rather than being able to 
to them consciously. 

is apparent that I was being trained 
tiale actual states of consciousness 
tosimple thoughts or affecls, this 

ring question of the rele- 
te dependent learning. I t  was ap- 

has been well-recognized 
erapy that affect-free intellectual 
t enough. I t  was clear that the 
nterpretations were most effec- 
en I appeared to be reexperi- 
fedstate in which I had origi- 
the problematic conditioning. 

us, mulling over a problem intellectually 
was frequently ineffective, 

times, when I was actually 
g the situation and state of 
. a single question, suggestion 
tion was often sufficient to 

e experiences suggest that 
f statedependent learn- 

ore important role in psy- 

17 

chotherapy rhan has previously been appre- 
ciated."D" 

What then are some of the general prin- 
xiples which can be derived irom these 
observations? First. it is obvious that it is 
possible for a therapist to increase a client's 
perceptual sensitivity and the range o i  dis- 
criminable states of consciousness to levels 
well beyond what are now considered usual 
in this society. The potential for increasing 
such capacities finds support from various 
yogic-meditative disciplines and non-western 
psychologies. Perceptual-attentional training 
with resultant modifications of conxiousness I 

are central to many such systems and have 
led to their increasingly widespread recogni- I 
tion as "state-specific te~hnologies."'0~11~" I 
Indeed, some sFtems such as Buddhist psy- 

I 

chology contain sophisticated carrographies 
of meditative stages. perceptual and atten- I 

tional changes and corresponding states of 
c o n s c i ~ u s n e s s . ' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~  These millenia-old 1 
claims hare recently found preliminary ' I 

I 
support from perceptu~l and psychophyio- ! 
logical empirical studies.78': 

I t  is possible for a therapist to 

increase a client's perceptual 
sensitivity. 

This is also consistent with "the 
principle of increasing sub1lety."':'6 This I 

principle suggests that greater degrees of 
psychological well-being are associated with 
increasing subtlety of psychological barriers 
and perception, and that appropriate psy- 
chotherapeutic tools and approa'ches are 
increasingly subtleand lessinterfering (more 
"taoistic"). 

The second principle is that the therapist's 
eifectiveness in teaching such capacities is 
presumably a function of his or her own 
level of skill. This is an example o i  the adage ! 
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that you can only teach what you are, or as 
Ram Dass" remarked. "You only get as high 
as your therapist." In this speciiic case, my 
therapist had done considerable work to 
develop hisown skills to the extent he had,'a 
which bears out another o i  Ram Dass' coni- 
ments that one of the most important char- 
acleristics in a therapist is  hislher continuing 
commitment to work on him/herself. 

One  of the most important 
characteristics in a therapist is 
his/her continuing commitment 
lo  work on him/herself. 

411 of this suggests that at its upper reaches 
the introspective training and sensitivity 
which can occur i n  psychotherapy may 
panly overlap that which occurs in medita- 
tive-yogic practices. Experiencs may occur 
which have usually been thought of as 
unusual or even as numinous, transcendent. 
or "mystical."'9=0"'qWhen such experi- 
ences are recognized as signs of growth they 
can be valuable rherapeuticsteppingstones." 
and Carl 1ung.m for example, claimed that 
"the approach to the numinous is the real 
therapy and inasmuch as you attain to the 
numinous experience you are released from 
the curse of pathology.'' 

However, when, as sometimes happens. a 
therapist unfamiliar with such experiences 
mistakes them for regressive and even psy- 
chotic phenomena (e.g. regression to union 
with the breast." narcissistic neurosisa or 
regression to intrauterine stages).?' then 
progress may be slowed or even re- 
versed.nJxIn i ts  strongest form. this confu- 
sion represents a n  example of "the pre-trans 
fallacy": a confusion of pre-egoicand trans- 
egoic experiences.16 This fallacy has long 
hindered understanding of transpersonal 
experiences and has led to unnecessarycon- 
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,.:.:.: .-.,:. 
&:,j 

f l icts between those schools such as the'>.Ls 
lungian, which accept them as legitimate,:z 
phenomena sue generic, and those such as ,',I;i 
the Freudian. which tend to interpret thcm:Si::r 

- T.5 
regressively. . .:.,,A .%i? 

In any event., it is apparent that psyi.ho,.:::%. 
. . IF." 

therapy which trains introspection suffi--:>I? 
cienrly may not only help pathology and:::::: 
assist  in a conirontation with existential.'<<3 

. .. 
issues, but may also provideat least a glimpse :$>:' 

:. L.T 
into realms of experience which have usuallv. :.... . .. . 
been the preseive of  the meditative-yogic :$!I . . 

.... traditions. .,-. I,?! 
.::L,>.:.! 

One final important principle concerns;,l;j 
modelling. The importance of this 
has been recognized and 
the behavior modi f ica~ion 
Rxen t  information on i t s  
that other therapies may have underesti-:;:: 
mated i ts power. Certainly one of the most-;:;?, 
powerful iniluences for me was the examp l~ : '~ ,  .-e:. 
of another human being modelling a self-,i&,:. 
reliant and responsible seeking-rr.ithin-'.,.."T<,I 
himself for the subtle wisdom with which to.>::- 
guide us both, constantly aware of his own-.<;;< 
iallibility, b u ~  with ultimate faith inourability:.:i:?: 
to enhance our awareness. sensitivity and.?:?. 

.. . - 
authenticity hy continuously ~earching:::~;, 

.:.:>: ourselves for them. .-.. : 

. .. .. 
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